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and it is said in the f, art. ja.,
She rises n,ith her buttocks optressed asterisms, which compose the Miansions [qf the cj of ;y.j1:
Ibn-Kuniseb, that the AlPI
authoritv'of
the
on
Ioon (see il jjLd)), in the rest, auroraly,
by their weight: said. of a woman. (~.) -s;
of the o. of U1&J.l
i. e., at dawn of morning, and the rising of its ,jy ll fall at the period
e*?.-. He arose. [App. said originally. if not
(The auroral setting of ;i..3I, at the com,-;, rwhic1h is another star, or asterismn, opposite
only, of a camel.] (TA.) - d #; and t .l;l,
mencement of the era of the Flight, in central
to it, at the same time, in the east, each night
and
weight,
its
by
Itim
oppressed
burden)
(a
It
Arabia, happened about the Oth of March 0. 8.;
for a period of thirteen days: thus does each
bent him, or weighed him dom. (S, 8,) - 0~3 star, or asterism, of those Mansions, [one after iand this is the day of the N. 8., the 26th of
t,. lEer buttocks oppre Aher by their
another,] to the end of the year, except "%JI, February 0. 8., on which commence the ..*l,
was
He
di
_
(S.)
wedight: said of a woman.
the period of which is fourteen days: ( :) [or j_ml accord. to tile modern Egyptian almanacs.)
oppressed by acight, (IK,) andfel down: (S., :) it signifies the auroralrising, and sometimes the Hence it appears, that sometime thesetting, but
thus the verb bears two [partially] opposite sig- auroral etting, of one of thosestars, or asterisans; generally the rising, was called the ·..
Moret He behared
.'
1...;.
nifications. (IK.) as will beshown below: I do not say "heliacal" over, the ancient Arabs had twenty-eight pro1
*.s,
aor.
u,
_
.)
s
art.
(TA,
proudly.
rising because the rising here meant continues verbial sayings (which are quoted in the Mir-it
l (Ii; the latter for a period of thirteen days]. Accord. to the T, ez-Zemsn, and in the work of El-]azweenee)
inf. n. 'j.; and t .;:., and S
The star, ,y signifies the setting of one of the stars, or relating to the risings of the twenty-eight ManTA)
transposition,
by
formed
being
comthose
or asteritnr, [generally said of one of
Ij
asterisms, above mentioned: and AIn says, sions of the Moon: such as this: lj.:yJI l
lposing the Mansions of the Moon,] set (accord. that it signifies its first setting in the morning,
iaJ s..!1 "When Esh-SharatAn rises, the
to some), or rose (accord. to others), aurorally,
is
which
disappear;
to
about
season becomes temperate :" or, perhaps, "_
when the stars are
i.e. at dawn of norning. (TA.) See J. [It
when the n,hiteness of dawn diffuses itself. (TA.) the night and day, become equal." (If this
seems that .U is used in both thlese senses because
A'Obeyd says, I have not heard oy used in the latter meaning could be proved to be the right
the star or asterism appears as though it were
except in this one, we might infer that the Calendar of the
nearly overcome by tile glimmer of the dawn.] sense of "setting," or "falling,"
instance. (S.) It is added, [whether on his or Mansions of the Moon was in use more than
_ti;, (I,) formed by transposition from ~SU,
another's authority is doubtful,] that the [pagan] twelve centuries B.o.; and that for this rcason
(TA,) or a dial. form of this latter, (., TA,)
Arabs used to attribute the rains and winds and jtt~p;Jl was called the first of the Mansions;
He, or it, nMa, or became, distant; reme:ed to a
to such of the stars, or asterismins, tiough it may have been first so called at u
.U [It heat and cold
distance; went far anway. (S, P.) mentioned as was setting at the time later period as being the first Mansion in the
rendered him disvtant, or remored lint to a above
[auroraU#y]; or, accord. to As, to that which first Sign of the Zodiac. But I return to the
(.) [see
.J* I
JJ'
distance]. (TA.)j
was rising in its ascendency [aurorally]; and more immediate object which I had in view in
explained in art. l_.,]: O.,B is here used for
:; U,t o [TWe have been giren mentioning the foregoing sayings.) I do not
used to say, 1
(0;)
.L, in order to assimilate it to .,Lu;
a j]; ( ;) or they attributed heat find any of these sayings (though others, I
rain by elsuch
l
for ..
like as they say f 1 .i . '',
[and cold] to the rising of the star or asterism, believe, do) relating to the settings. Hence, again,
(TA.)
and rain [and wind], to its o. [meaning its it appears most probable, that the rising, not the
ee, contended settin.q]. (AIn, Har, p. 216.) This the Muslim setting. was generally called
a. L. and
[;.] many
[In
,inf. D.
s.:
(v.)
him.
ith
Tied
gio,ry;
for
with him
is forbidden to say, unless he mean thereby, instances,] llslJl signifies The Mansions of the
He acted hostilely tonwarls him. (S, ]~.) Some- " We have been given rain at the period of such Moon [themselves]; and ',
any one of those
times without ·; hut originally with .; being
a .j ;" God having mnade it usual for rain to Mansions: and they are also called ,1;1 -.
(S.)
derived fronm ;1. U and &J ;'.
come at [certain of] the periods called .ll.
,t!e stars, or asterisms, of rain]. (Mgh, in art.
1.
see
4:
Again, A'Obeyd saVys, The .lyl are tnenty-eighlt tU..) IAar says that the term .j was not
10. ~.l *L7- [He prognosticated rain .'c. stars, or asteristmns; sing. . : the riing of any applied except in the case of a star, or asterism,
in the east [aurorally]is called ._j;
by reaon of the rising or setting of a star or an one of them
accompanied by rain: (TA:) [see exs. under
asta'imn aurorally, i. e., at dawn of morning: or and the star, or asterism, itself is hence thus
and 1:: but most authors, it seems, appvly
called: but sometimes #, signifies the seUing.
he regarded a star or an asterism as a y].
this term without such restriction: it is someAlso, in the L it is said, that each of the abovel1 t.,
(L.) It is said, 'l .,*.. .J
times given to certain stars or asterismns, wvhicls
or asterisms, is called thus bestars,
mentioned
[Thi Arabs do not prognosticate'rainpc. by
do not bdelong to the ifansions of the Ioon; as
sets, the opposite
reason of the auroral risingor setting of all tahe cause, when that in the west
will be seen below: and it is applied, with, the
stnrs, or asterisms: or do nwt regard all the one rises; and this rising is called *,I; but
--]. Accord. to AZ,
article, especially to 1
stars or asterisms as ;yl]. (Sh, L.) 1,;..1 some make .y to signify the setting; as if it as cited by AM, the first rain is that called
senses. (TA.) [El-I~azweenee menthe *being transposed, They .cpeoted, or bore contr.
asjl,
_1: the slyl of whichl are those called
tions certain physical occurrences on the occasions
loolked for, the rain called ,L*.tll, [from the
].'
t .431, the same, says AM, as iit
'lYl of the Mansions of the Moon; and in i,
aurmoral riing or setting of a star or an of the
the
is
.
the
three,
except
each of these cases,
_9.JI, [the 27th Mansion of the Moon, which,
&UL.i t He ~ght, or
asterism]. (AgiIn.) rising, not the setting. Two of the excepted about the period of the commencement of the era
asked a gift, or presnt of him. (V.)
eases are doubtful: the passage relating to the of the Flight, (to which period, or thereabout,
, (S, 1,) A star, or third plainly expresses an event which happens the calculation of AZ, here given, most probably
*., pl. ·l*l and
an asteritsm, twerging to setting: or the setting at the period of the auroral setting of b31I;
relates,) set aurorally, (for by the term ·, AZ
of the star, or as~ m, in t/O wt, auroraSty, namely the commeneement of the days called
means a star or asterism, at the etting of which
i.e., -at datwn of morning, and the riring of
y)Il .Iil; corresponding, accord. to El- rain usually fidils,) in central Arabia, on the 21st
analher, opposits to it, at the satnme time, in the
1, the of Sept. O.S, as shiewn in the observations on
east: (i :) or the setting of one of the stars, or Ma]reezee, with the rising of .. Zll
~Ija';.j5l
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